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Answered by fire film

You need more quotes to check the article. Please help improve this article by adding quotes from trusted sources. Sourceless material can be attacked and removed. Search for sources: Fire-answered news · newspapers · books · scientist · JSTOR (November 2007) (Learn how and when to remove this template message) Answered
FireWritten by Barbara SamuelsKatherine ThomsonDirected byJessica HobbsStarringDaniela CarvalhoAlex TilmanFatima AlmeidaDamien GarveyTheme composer Michel CorriveauCountry country of originAustralia Original language(s)EnglishTetumIndonesianProductionProducer (s )Justin Bodle Mikael BorglundCinematographyMark
WarehamEditor (s)Dominique FortinGeoffrey LambRunning time190 minutesReleaseOriginal release 28 May 2006 (2006-05-28) (Australia) Answered by Fire is a two-part television film based on the 1999 East Timor conflicts that led to East Timor's independence. The film is based on Dancing with the Devil, a personal account of the
police's East Timor vote for independence, which was written by David Savage, an Australian federal police officer who was based in Maliana during the vote and where the fictional Nunura is based and who returned to East Timor to lead investigations into crimes against humanity committed there. The book was published at the Monash
University Asia Institute, Melbourne. David Savage was a technical and screenplay consultant during filming and played a minor role. It stars David Wenham, Isabelle Blais and Alex Tilman. It was a co-production between ABC in Australia and CBC in Canada, and was shown in Portugal by RTP as Timor: A Ferro e Fogo (literally Timor:
The Iron and Fire) with Portuguese subtitles. [1] It was also published on the Australia Network,[2] which is available in Indonesia via satellite and cable, as well as on ION Television in other countries in Asia-Pacific, as well as in the United States. The release on DVD in Brazil Resposta à Bala (literally Reply to the bullet) is a synchronized
soundtrack in Portuguese. [3] The film was shot in Queensland, Australia. Many of the extras and smaller players were locals from East Timorese, who lived in regions affected by violence during the crisis. Some found themselves confused about the accuracy and location of the supplies to resemble the areas of East Timor. The film won
two awards from the Australian Film Institute (AFI). The story is a fictional account of a team of international observers, primarily police officers from nations like Canada and Australia, working on behalf of the UNITED NATIONS in order to arrange and run a vote for independence in East Timor, facing strong and violent opposition from
Indonesian militia forces in 1999. As the vote approaches, violence intensifies and eventually the UN team is forced to withdraw from their operational base as the too high. Part 1 Mark Waldman (David Wenham), an Australian federal police officer sent to East Timor as part of (UN Assistance Mission in East Timor) UNAMET to oversee
the registration of East Timor voters and run the independence vote. However, from the outset, it is clear that many groups are trying to subvert the UN authority at community level, taking advantage of the unarmed status of officers and their corrupt ties and influence over both the Indonesian army and the East Timorese police. Joined by
Waldman Julie Fortin (Isabelle Blais), a Canadian RCMP police officer and Ismenio Soares (Alex Tilman), a Timorese university graduate assigned to translate the UN team. Early on it is obvious that not all is good in the troubled region, with massacres across families leaving no doubt in the minds of UN officers that the pro-Indonesian
militia is trying to subvert the independence process through a strong arm tactic over the population. The list of voters seems to be becoming a kill list, and it's scaring itself more and more from registering. Travelling from their camp in Nunura, the UN team often faces, although on 19 December 1999, the United Nations team was
confronted with the death of the United Nations. Later, in September, the vote will resume, with a 78% majority in favour of the independent Timor Leste. Immediately the violence begins, with the Indonesian military and militia carrying out a scorched land campaign, removing vital assets, the UN team forced to evacuate. However, the
evacuation forces the UNITED NATIONS to abandon many of its indigenous supporters, including Ismenio and his family, whom the militia knows as pro-independence. Part 2 of the UN compound Dili is no better than Nunura being bombarded with molotov cocktails and rocks for the night. Refugees from the surrounding town flee and set
up camps outside to protect themselves from the murderous mobs who now run the streets. In one attack the refugees are trying to enter the compound, but stopped only by their own sheer weight in numbers, with some climbing the barbed wire fences in order to escape the militia. Eventually, the UNITED NATIONS is forced to retreat to
Darwin, leaving it to face the militia alone. Ismenio was found in a nunura church by the militia, who, after removing him from a crowd of locals, slaughtered the whole thing and set fire to the church, which is very similar to the church massacre in Liquiçá. Ismenio is taken to his former home, where he sees his father killed and his sister
raped by a military and militia group. Ismenio escapes when his home is burned down and steals his papers from his cousin, who works with the militia. He's going to West Timor to save his sister, who he's taking back to East Timor. Road They are forced to hide when a truck soldier arrives, the soldiers capture them. In Australia,
Waldman was also tormented by guilt to leave so many behind, his feelings exacerbating life going further attitudes many Australians had towards the East Timor crisis. After his friend commits suicide with the guilt of not having his East Timorese friends, he returns to Nunura after the Australian government has received the approval of
the UN Security Council, and the Australian Defence Force will lead INTERFET to stabilise the area. In Nunura, he meets Julie Fortin, who is desperately looking for Ismenio. However, Ismenio was captured by INTERFET soldiers and released by Waldman. The grim process of tracking down the victims of the campaign begins with the
bodies of those burned in the church being found in a lake. Eventually, Ismenio's father's body was buried in a shallow grave. However, after capturing one of the few militias who did not escape to West Timor, Waldman can trick him into bringing one of the main militia leaders out of his hiding place and bringing him to justice. The last card
says the figures of the militia, who are still granted asylum in Indonesia, are not being persecuted by the Australian government in an attempt to maintain an uneasy relationship between the two nations. References ^ Timor: The Ferro e Fogo estreia amanhã na RTP1. Archived on September 29, 2011. Accessed July 28, 2018. ^ Australia
Network - Television - Schedule for 19 August 2006 ^ RESPOSTA À BALA External Links Fire, answered by the IMDb Program summary of the ABC TV Fire in their hearts, The Age, May 18, 2006 Retrieved from Mark Waldman (David Wenham) is an Australian police officer who volunteers for the United Nations Mission in East Timor. As
head of civilian police at the UN base in Nunura, he meets Julie Fortin (Isabelle Blais), a Canadian policewoman on her first overseas mission, and Ismenio Soares (Alex Tilman), the young Timorese translator who works with the unit. Mark and Julie are unarmed and emotionally unprepared for Timor's brutal reality, while Ismenio is
cynical about the UN's ability to prevent what seems inevitable, bloody ending the process. They are working against the growing intimidation and violence of the Indonesian and East Timore militias to get timorese to vote. Ismenio's fears come to fruition when the vote becomes pro-independence, the country ignites and the UNITED
NATIONS evacuates. Mark and Julie are forced to leave Ismenio and his family with a nightmarish fate at the hands of the Indonesian army and the murderous militias. In 1999, after 24 years of forced occupation, East Timor was awarded the right to vote for independence from Indonesia. The vote would be overseen by the United
Nations. The UN has promised to Timorese, that they will stay after the vote, regardless of the result. They couldn't keep that promise. Australian police officer Mark Waldman (David Wenham), Canadian police officer Julie Fortin (Isabelle Blais) and a young East Timorese translator named Ismenio Soares (Alex Tilman) are bringing
together the UN's fateful efforts to make the timorese a voice for their own future. Mark and Julie are unarmed and emotionally unprepared for the brutal reality of East Timor, while Ismenio is cynical about the UN's ability to prevent what seems inevitable, giving a bloody end to the process. They are working against the growing
intimidation and violence of indonesian-backed militia to get Timorese to vote. Ismenio's fears come to fruition when the vote becomes pro-independence, the country is set on fire and evacuated by the United Nations. Mark and Julie are forced to leave Ismenio and his family for a nightmarish fate. Once back home, Mark and Julie were all
haunted by guilt and driven to make amends by people they tried - and didn't - defend. They both return to the smoking ruins of East Timor and seek justice for the Timorians. The story answered by Fire is about faith, fear, and the extraordinary power of the human soul. There are no reviews yet. Exit review
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